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 Showy milkweed (Asclepias speciosa) is 

a favorite lunch spot for bumblebees! 



Running the Numbers for Direct Seed Production 
 

Continuing our Direct Seed Cost Benefit analyses with our second WA Department of Ecology grant, 

Kate Painter PhD, Agricultural Economist at the University of Idaho, interviewed a further eight 

program participants about their direct seed (DS) and conventional tillage (CT) costs over the past 

two years. She gathered information about chemicals, equipment, labor, yields, as well as Producer 

impressions of how their cropland responded. 

Dr. Painter found CT is on 

average more profitable 

($126/acre) to DS ($101/acre) 

when comparing returns over 

total costs in the first two years 

of transitioning. The average 

variable costs like fuel, repairs, 

pesticides and labor were 

similar: CT $140/acre and DS 

$136/acre. There were savings 

in time and labor, but an 

increase in pesticides as 

herbicide use replaced tillage. 

Profitability varied based on 

the equipment the Producer 

already owned, purchased or rented. A no-till drill is expensive and may require tractors with more 

horsepower, but it has the potential to increase profitability over time with fewer operations and better 

precision.  

Beyond the economic calculations, Producers saw major benefits such as soil resilience to wind and 

water runoff during severe weather events and the spring thaw, reducing air and stream pollution. 

The most dramatic test came in August 2019 when a hail and thunderstorm hit the area, destroying 

crops in both CT and DS fields. Generally, soil in the DS fields remained relatively intact, but the CT 

fields lost topsoil down to the hardpan. Their soil and the accumulated organic matter will take years 

to regain and may reduce future production yields. Protection against downpours is valuable, 

especially in this region where profits are tightly linked to weather.  

Participants found soils in DS fields easier to work. Some Producers have fields that were direct 

seeded a few years earlier in addition to the fields they enrolled into the FCCD program. Over time, 

they have seen an improvement in soil water retention, water runoff control, and soil compaction. 

These Producers hope to decrease herbicide and fertilizer inputs each year as soil quality continues 

to improve.  

Overall, while switching to DS is not immediately profitable, there is potential to meet and surpass CT 

profitability over time as the soil gains organic matter, retains water better, and is better able to grow 

crops in our region’s variable climate conditions. Making the switch to DS can also lead to indirect 

benefits such as cleaner air to breathe and water in our streams. Learn more 

about costs and benefits in the VSP Producer Spotlight article!  

Upcoming Video Series: Is This Plant a Friend or Foe? 

Do you walk around your property and think, is that a weed? Worry no more 
as a new series of weed identification videos is being created for the 

shorturl.at/GJQX7 



Prairie Grouse Update for Douglas County, Washington 
Michael A. Schroeder, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) 

The current population of greater sage-grouse (listed as threatened in Washington) was estimated to 
be 770 in 2020. Roughly 90% of the birds counted were associated with 17 leks in Douglas County. 
The remaining birds were on the Yakima Training Center (3 leks) and in Lincoln County (1 lek). Even 
though the population in Douglas County was about the same in 2020 as it was in 1992, the 
population on the Yakima Training Center declined dramatically. 

Sage-grouse in Douglas County are closely associated with remnant patches of sagebrush-
dominated grassland and the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). These habitats support nesting, 
brood-rearing, and wintering. The impact of CRP can be illustrated by the large decline in birds from 
2010 through 2017. In the few years after 2010, roughly 100,000 acres of CRP were converted (some 
to cropland and some to other types of CRP). Because if takes a few years for new CRP fields to 
become established to the point where they can support grouse, the population didn’t start to recover 
until after 2017. 

The population of sharp-tailed grouse (listed as endangered in Washington) was estimated to be 712 
birds in 2020. The population is distributed among eight populations in north-central Washington that 
are largely unconnected. Sharp-tailed grouse in Douglas County have been impacted by the 
abundance and quality of CRP, the frequency and intensity of wildfires, and translocations of sharp-
tailed grouse from Idaho, Utah, and British Columbia. For example, the Barker Canyon Complex 
wildfire affected approximately 81,000 acres in the area of the Big Bend population in 2012, directly 
influencing 3 leks. The combined number of birds on the affected leks declined from 25 in 2012 
(before the wildfire) to 6 in 2013 (after the wildfire). Fortunately, more birds were observed on leks 
outside the fire perimeter in 2013. 

Management and research activities for prairie grouse have included translocations of birds from 
Oregon, Nevada, Idaho, Utah, and British Columbia to populations throughout the state, monitoring of 
radio-marked grouse, Foster Creek Conservation District’s Habitat Conservation Plan, 
implementation and monitoring of CRP, and habitat restoration activities on wildlife areas. Hopefully 
these efforts will continue to ensure that Douglas County remains a bright spot for grouse in the state. 

 

 

Estimates of greater sage-grouse populations in Washington and sharp-tailed grouse in Douglas County 
between 1992 and 2020.  
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Friend or Foe continued. Douglas County Cooperative Weed Management Area. In a series 

from July to September, we will review Douglas County’s weeds including houndstongue, Scotch 

thistle, and some commonly confused native look-alikes. Find the videos on the FCCD YouTube 

channel and on our website www.fostercreekcd.org/news-events/. This work is supported by the 

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and Douglas County’s Voluntary Stewardship Program. 

 

 



VSP Producer Spotlight in Northern Douglas 
 

Ryan Lefler interviewed Northern Douglas producer Norman Tupling, a 

Voluntary Stewardship Program work group member, who told us how his farm 

uses reduced tillage as a conservation practice, a method of voluntary stewardship. Norman always 

had conservation on his mind when he conventionally tilled and maintained a residue stand in his 

fields to prevent wind erosion. A couple of years ago, Norman started no-tilling and is now switching 

the majority of his operation over and incorporating new twists to reduce his chemical use. 

 

What practices have you implemented throughout your farm? What has been your number one goal, 

and why? 

I have been doing no-till for the last couple of years. My main goal 

has been to reduce wind erosion. That is something that has 

always bothered me. Since I started farming, I always tried to 

minimize the tillage. [Under conventional till] I was tilling very 

minimally, and then I started the no-till program with the Foster 

Creek Conservation District. Since then, we have started doing 

more no-till to eliminate that wind erosion. 

 

What steps are you taking to change your land management 

practices, and why?  

My first step is incorporating more no-till. I started out with just a 

few acres, but now we are almost all no-till. I am doing this because of wind erosion and residue. We 

can keep more residue, hold more [soil] moisture, and reduce that wind erosion. That is one of the 

main things, I guess. We are also trying to incorporate cattle with the no-till, and that works really well. 

 

Why have you started incorporating cattle with your no-till operation? 

I am trying to reduce the amount of chemical that I am using on the 

chem-fallow. Every year we have a good growth of volunteer wheat and 

weeds. Well, all those have a certain amount of nutrition, so why not 

graze cattle on it? You save on cattle feed and reduce the number of 

times to spray. 

 

What are the best and worst outcomes you have experienced from the 

conservation practices on your farm? 

For me, the no-till thing is fairly new, so I don’t know the worst for sure 

yet, but the amount of chemicals I use does bug me. I can’t help but 

think that it is really not good for the long term. Wind erosion is virtually gone and we have more 

residue, so that is good. I have only been no-tilling for a couple years, so we will see what the next 

couple years brings. Ask me later and I will have more input on it. For the future, I am interested in 

biosolids, using cattle with no-till, and making it all work. I’m excited about it all.  

Have You Been Impacted by the Road 11 Fire? 
Funding might be available for post-fire assistance. To find out more, or to discuss 

your needs, contact your local conservation district: 

FCCD  -  Amanda Ward : 509-449-2158                                                                      

SDCD  -  Carol Cowling : 509-745-9160 

One of Norman’s direct seed 

fields. 


